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Will black holes eventually engulf the Universe?
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Abstract

The Babichev–Dokuchaev–Eroshenko model for the accretion of dark energy onto black holes has been extended to deal with black holes
with non-static metrics. The possibility that for an asymptotic observer a black hole with large mass will rapidly increase and eventually engulf
the Universe at a finite time in the future has been studied by using reasonable values for astronomical parameters. It is concluded that such a
phenomenon is forbidden for all black holes in quintessential cosmological models.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V.
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The discovery of the current acceleration of the Universe has
driven a plethora of theoretical models to account for the dark
stuff which has been invoked to justify observations of distant
supernovae Ia, cosmic microwave background anisotropy, mi-
crolensing and the statistics of quasars and clusters [1–3], all
aiming at determining the equation-of-state parameter w of the
Universe, p = wρ. It seems still possible and even quite feasi-
ble that the value of w be less than −1, even though this would
induce serious problems for the consistency and stability of cos-
mic dark energy [4–9]. However, even if w > −1, for which
most of the above problems are no longer present, the most
popular dark energy model, i.e. the quintessence scenario, may
pose a serious potential difficulty. That difficulty appears when
we consider the accretion of a quintessence scalar field with
constant parameter w > −1 onto black holes [10–12]. In fact,
in the simplest case first discovered by Babichev et al. [13,14],
the rate of Schwarzschild black hole mass is given by

(1)Ṁ ≡ dM

dt
= 4πAM2[p(ρ∞) + ρ∞

]
,
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where p(ρ∞) and ρ∞ respectively are the pressure and energy
density of the Universe at the asymptotic limit r → ∞ and, in
this case, A = 4 [13]. One can then see from the onset that for
p+ρ > 0 in a quintessence model with equation of state p(t) =
wρ(t) = wρ0(a(t)/a0)

−3(1+w), constant −1 < w < −1/3 and
corresponding scale factor

(2)a(t) = a0

[
1 + 3

2
(1 + w)

(
8πρ0

3

)1/2

(t − t0)

] 2
3(1+w)

,

integrating then Eq. (1), we obtain for the mass of the black
hole

(3)M(t) = M0

[
1 − 4πAρ0M0(1 + w)(t − t0)

1 + (6πρ0)1/2(1 + w)(t − t0)

]−1

.

It follows that the increase of black hole mass may be so quick
as to yield a black hole mass corresponding to a size that would
eventually exceed the size of the Universe itself, at a finite time
in the future t = tbs , with

(4)tbs = t0 + 1

[4πAρ0M0 − (6πρ0)1/2](1 + w)
.

It can be checked that such a rather weird behaviour would also
occur in the case of Kerr black holes [15].

Nevertheless, the whole extreme black hole swelling phe-
nomenon could simply be thought to be an artifact resulting
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from the use of static metrics which do not induce any non-zero
Θr

0 component of the black hole momentum–energy tensor, and
hence implying no internal energy flow. In this case, the ac-
cretion procedure used to derive the rate is in principle only
valid for small accretion rates, not for large rates and even less
for the extreme rates leading to a blow-up of the black hole
size. Our first task therefore will be checking under what con-
ditions, if any, the above catastrophic phenomenon may take
place. The simplest non-static metric that would still contain
a time-dependence enough to induce internal non-zero energy-
flow component Θr

0 to overcome the above approximation on
the rate is one in which the black-hole mass is allowed to de-
pend generically on time, that is for a Schwarzschild metric,
(we use natural units so that G = c = 1):

ds2 =
(

1 − 2M(t)

r

)
dt2 −

(
1 − 2M(t)

r

)−1

dr2

(5)− r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2).
One can generalize the mechanism advanced in Refs. [13,14]
to this non-static case. So, in first place, we integrate in r the
time component of the conservation law T ν

μ;ν = 0 which in this
case no longer leads to a relativistic Bernoulli equation. So we
obtain

(6)(p + ρ)

(
1 − 2M

r
+ u2

)1/2

ur2M−2e
∫ r
∞ f (r,t)dr = C1(t),

where C1(t) is a time dependent function which has the physi-
cal dimensions of an energy density, u = dr/ds is the r compo-
nent of four-velocity and

(7)f (r, t) = ∂0T
0
0

T r
0

− 4πr

1 − 2M/r

(
T 0

0 − T r
r

)
.

Secondly we integrate the projection on the four-velocity of the
energy–momentum conservation law, uμT

μν

;ν = 0; so we have

(8)ur2e

∫ ρ
ρ∞

dρ
p(ρ)+ρ e

∫ r
∞ g(r,t)dr = −A(t),

where

g(r, t) = (1 − 2M/r + u2)1/2

(1 − 2M/r)u

∂0ρ

p + ρ

+ Ṁ(1 − 2M/r + 2u2)

ur(1 − 2M/r)2(1 − 2M/r + u2)1/2

(9)+ ∂0u

(1 − 2M/r)(1 − 2M/r + u2)1/2
,

with ∂0 ≡ ∂/∂t and A(t) is a positive time-dependent function
(note that u < 0). In obtaining Eqs. (6)–(9) we have used for
dark energy an energy–momentum tensor T

μ
ν corresponding to

a perfect fluid. In order to evaluate the function A(t) we can
use the property that A(t) = limr→∞ur2, so that A(t) is not an
explicit function of t , because r does not depend on t for the
simplest non-static metric (5), and u depends only on t through
M . Then, as the physical dimensions of A(t) must be (meters)2,
we must have A(t) = M2A′, with A′ a constant. At low rate of
change with time we must recover the expressions of Ref. [13],
so A′ must be equal A = 4 as one will see clearerly below. From
Eqs. (6) and (8), it then follows:

(10)

(p + ρ)

(
1 − 2M

r
+ u2

)1/2

e
− ∫ ρ

ρ∞
dρ

p(ρ)+ρ e− ∫ r
∞ dr[g(r,t)−f (r,t)]

= B(t),

where B(t) = −C1(t)/A
′ = p(ρ∞) + ρ∞.

Relative to the energy flow induced in the quintessential
fluid, the black hole mass rate can be expressed as Ṁ =
− ∫

T r
0 dS, in which dS = r2 sin θ dθ dφ, 0 � θ � π and 0 �

φ � 2π . Then the above equations lead finally to

(11)Ṁ = 4πA′M2(p + ρ)e− ∫ r
∞ f (r,t)dr .

One can see that for the relevant physical case of an asymptotic
observer; i.e. r → ∞, one recovers Eq. (1) also for the non-
static black hole metric given by Eq. (5), such as it occurs in
the case of wormholes [16]. We note furthermore that this as-
ymptotic result is also valid for the Kerr–Newman black hole
as it has been shown [15] that the effects due to the presence of
angular momentum and electric charge on the accretion of dark
energy all vanish as r → ∞. It follows that, at least asymptoti-
cally, the big swelling of black holes leading to a swallowing of
the Universe is not an artifact coming from metric staticity, al-
though for finite values of the radial coordinate, we see that the
rate equation is changed in such a way as to not guarantee the
occurrence of an extreme black hole swelling.

However, once we have shown the asymptotic consistency
and accuracy of Eq. (1), we must check how current obser-
vational data fit the extent of this phenomenon, or even ulti-
mately prevent it from occurring at all. We consider again a
quintessence model described by Eq. (2) and energy density
ρ(t) = ρ0(a(t)/a0)

−3(1+w), integrating expression (11) for an
asymptotic observer. We then have

(12)M = M0

1 − F(t)
,

in which

(13)F(t) = 4πA′ρ0M0(1 + w)(t − t0)

1 + (6πρ0)1/2(1 + w)(t − t0)
.

One can note then that F(t) > 0 when t > t0 and Ḟ (t) ≡
dF(t)/dt > 0; therefore F(t) is an increasing function and the
limit of F(t) when t goes to infinity is finite and equal to
(8πρ0/3)1/2A′M0. Then F(t) has a asymptote. When we con-
sider a universe model which contains only dark energy (which
is assumed to be a sufficiently good approximation for the fu-
ture times where the big swelling of the black holes could be
thought to occur), ρ0, the energy density at the coincidence
time, is given by

(14)ρ0 = ρn(an/a0)
3(1+w) = ρn(1 + z)3(1+w),

in which the subindex n indicates present value. On the other
hand, since the spatial curvature of the Universe k is thought to
be nearly zero, the current density will be equal to the current
critical density, that is

(15)ρn = 3H 2
n .
8π
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Now, from the WMAP data, we can obtain that
(8πρn/3)1/2 = Hn ∼ 10−26 (meters)−1. One can express the
initial black hole mass as M0 = X0M� ∼ X0 × 103 (meters),
so that the asymptotic value of F(t) is ∼ X0 × 10−23 	 1,
generally, and so M ∼ M0 even at infinitely large times. In ob-
taining this estimate we have taken into account that the value
of constant A′ should be the same as that for A in Eq. (1).
Thus, the main conclusion of the present Letter is that for cur-
rent observational data and for solar-mass or even supermassive
black holes with masses even larger than 1010M� the accretion
of dark energy with w > −1 onto black holes leads to a very
smooth increase of the hole size and the phenomenon of an en-
gulfing of the Universe by the black hole is largely prevented.
In fact, it could never occur. We note that it is only for ex-
tremely massive hypothetical black holes with masses on the
range of M ∼ 1023M� or larger, that such a phenomenon could
eventually take place. It could then be possible that if w kept
constant and accretion of ordinary or dark matter would con-
tinue enlarging black holes in the future, then these black holes
might finally increase larger than the Universe itself due to dark
energy accretion.

Clearly, present observational indications seem to imply that
w is not constant and takes on values less than −1, so that in
principle, the occurrence of the considered catastrophic phe-
nomenon becomes actually quite unlikely at any time in the
far future. However, if ẇ > 0 and dark energy would therefore
cross the dividing barrier at w = −1 in the future, then the fol-
lowing speculative reasoning might be in order.

If the Universe will expand forever induced by dark energy
with w > −1, then it would commonly be believed than in
about hundred thousand billion years the last stars will die out,
some of them leaving a black hole behind. These black holes
would evaporate by the Hawking process while the remaining
matter very slowly decayed. Thus both the cooled stars and the
dilute gas, and later the black holes formed at the end of the
star lifetime and those supermassive ones that stood at the cen-
ter of galaxies, will disappear from the Universe in its remote
future, leaving rare electrons and positrons spread over huge
distances from each other [17]. An unsolved question is how-
ever, how big can a black hole grow? By the holographic bound
we know that black holes are the most entropic objects and
by the laws of black hole mechanics that coalescence of black
holes implies a neat increase of entropy. It appears then quite
plausible, in principle, that superimposed to the above process
leading to the thermal death of the Universe, before evaporat-
ing, black hole would continue swallowing ordinary and dark
matter or finally eating each other so that the total balance of
entropy increase be optimized to a maximum and actually the
evaporation process will effectively start with immensely huge
black holes. However, if we assume that the Universe is ex-
panding in size at the speed of light, then its radius would be
13.7 billion light years, and its diameter would be 27.4 billion
light years. Converting this to meters and cubing gives a volume
of 2 × 1030 kg. This gives a total of 1023 stars. Thus, roughly
speaking, for a black hole to undergo the big swelling lead-
ing to engulf the entire Universe we would need to start with
an initial black hole mass which equals the mass of the entire
Universe. This is nevertheless impossible because of the holo-
graphic bound for entropy, S < Sbh, where Sbh would be the
entropy of a black hole with the same energy as the whole Uni-
verse, and the associated feature that receding black holes at
large distance can never coalerse. It follows that in quintessence
models black holes can never engulf the Universe.

Actually, a question similar to what has been discussed in
the present Letter was already posed for primordial black holes
in the early universe by Zeldovich and Novikov who claimed
[18] that these primordial black holes could have grown as fast
as the horizon mass by ordinary matter accretion. Also like for
the case of large black holes accreating dark energy in the late
Universe studied in the present Letter, it was later shown by
Carr and Hawking [19] that there was no substantial growth of
the primordial black holes due to accretion over the age of the
Universe.
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